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Abstract

Energy efficiency of software systems has been investigated by the Software Engineering research community along different aspects. For example, conceptual frameworks and guidelines have been defined to help increase stakeholders' awareness about energy efficiency; design patterns and tactics have been proposed to guide software system architects when evaluating possible alternative solutions; and techniques for collecting energy consumption data while the software is running have been developed. Research on practical methods and tools at support of requirements engineering for the development of software that meets energy efficiency requirements is still limited.

In this research preview, we introduce an approach that exploits goal-oriented requirements models and software testing to explore critical scenarios for energy consumption, and identify model factors that may recur when energy consumption is greater, we call them “model indicators” of energy consumption. Techniques for performing energy consumption measurements of running software are used. The resulting method connects artefacts at requirements and run-time levels. The identified model indicators can contribute to the prediction of energy consumption of software at requirements level, thus increasing energy awareness of the analysts and developers, and support them to take more energy-friendly decisions during software development and evolution. We describe this method with the help of an illustrative example. Next steps in the proposed research are presented.

1. Introduction

Optimising energy consumption of software systems has became a primary goal. Increasing attention to building energy efficient software systems is given by the software engineering research communities, under specific umbrellas, for instance, the GreenIT research community [1]. In Requirements Engineering (RE), conceptual frameworks and guidelines have been proposed to help increase stakeholders’ awareness about sustainability requirements for software systems, including energy efficiency requirements [2, 3, 4]. Goal-oriented (GO) modelling for representing and analysing sustainability requirements (including energy optimisation) has been proposed in several work, as discussed for instance in [5]. Architectural patterns and tactics have been proposed to guide software system architects when evaluating possible alternative solutions [6, 7]. Techniques for measuring software energy consumption have been made available as well [8, 9]. Up to our knowledge, there is still limited availability of practical methods and tools to be used since the earlier phases in software development.
In our research we aim at providing methods that can help software developers and requirements engineers to increase their awareness about energy consumption and the interplay among different quality requirements.

Towards this objective we leverage on: (i) GO requirements modelling and analysis, which has been largely exploited to support the evaluation of alternative ways to achieve high level goals, taking into account the impact in terms of positive and negative contributions to quality goals [10, 11]; (ii) the Goal-Oriented Software Testing methodology (GOST), which has been proposed by Nguyen et al. [12], that provides guidelines for the systematic derivation of test suites from a GO requirements or design model; and (iii) the potential of software testing (ST) in providing data useful to assess, and eventually refactor, design- and requirements-time artefacts, including requirements models. The resulting method can be considered a REST method 1, according to the taxonomy proposed in [13].

The ultimate objective is to help increase requirements engineers’ awareness about possible issues of energy consumption in the modelled system, and support them in identifying parts of requirements models that may need refactoring towards improving energy efficiency of the system.

In the rest of the paper, we introduce the proposed REST method. Examples taken from the Tele Assistance Service (TAS for brevity) case study [14] are used for illustrative purposes. The envisioned application of the method is then outlined, together with future research.

2. The method

The proposed REST method includes a set of activities that are performed iteratively by the software system development team. They are depicted in Figure 1. Four roles are involved with responsibility on specific activities, namely the Requirements engineer, the Developer, the Test designer, and the quality assurance team (QA team). The Requirements engineer analyses the collected domain knowledge and builds a GO requirements model. S/he focuses on the analysis of the stakeholders’ goals, including quality goals, whose achievement may be delegated to system actors. On the other side, the Developer builds the running software application following design decisions that conforms to the previous goal model. Traceability among the different artefacts in the development process, from requirements GO models to code is assumed to be established and maintained. Following the GOST methodology and focusing on acceptance and integration test cases derivations, scenarios from GO models are derived in a systematic way. Thus, a scenario represents the alternative path, composed of sub-goals and sub-tasks, that achieve the satisfaction of stakeholders’ goals. Preconditions and post-conditions complete the definition of scenarios. The Test designer is then responsible to validate scenarios derivations and to select criteria to setup test cases that are inferred from scenarios. We focus on acceptance test cases, which provide a mechanism to define and assess system’s external qualities, and integration test cases, which assess system’s actors dependencies. The quality assurance team, QA team executes the test cases on the running system, which is instrumented with energy consumption metering system, as for example JoularJX [15], which is a Java-based software energy monitoring tool. Then, energy consumption data are analysed.

---

1That is methods that connect RE and Software Testing (ST) [13].
In particular, they are used to assess energy consumption related to alternative requirements modelled in OR refinements. The collected data is then aggregated and associated back to requirements GO models.

**Figure 1:** Process of the proposed REST method

**Illustrative example:** Figure 2 depicts an excerpt of the iStar2.0 early requirement model of the TAS system [14]. The patient (PDC actor) has the primary goal Therapy continuously adapted, that requires the exchange of information (the resources Vital Parameters and Updated therapy) with the TAS actor, i.e., the Tele Assistance Service, which is the main system actor. Among the relevant patient’s quality goals, we distinguish having prompt and easily access advice, as well as having an energy efficient system. The impact of the main (functional) goals to such quality goals are modelled via contribution relationships using qualitative labels (e.g., hurt, make). A deeper assessment, such as what’s the relative weights among such contribution relationships should be further analysed. The proposed REST method will help in regards to the contributions to the energy efficiency quality.

Pursuing the analysis of the TAS actor, alternative solutions for goal achievement are explored via goal refinements, which explicit sub-goals, tasks and their utilisation of resources (not shown in Figure 2 for space reasons), and provide rationale for dependencies with external actors. For example, the TAS actor interacts with a medical assistance actor, MAS, to analyse the vital parameters from the patient and with an alarm system, AS, that mange the alarms from the patient. The analysis of these dependencies helps assess how collaborative goals/tasks influence the total energy consumed by multi-actor systems. Indeed, as argued in [16], besides computing resources such as memory, CPU, files, networks, etc. also interactions of IoT entities are important elements to be analysed at requirements time with regard to energy consumption. We derive scenarios and associate test cases for GO model element that are involved in contribution relationships to the Energy efficiency quality goal. We can consider for instance the goals therapy continuously adapted and direct help request managed. Notice that the latter is refined in two alternative tasks that may have minor positive impact (help? contribution) or major negative impact (hurt? contribution) to energy efficiency. Running energy metering technique while executing the derived test cases provides data on energy consumption of code corresponding to alternative paths in the requirements GO model. In a first experiment, we focused on two testing scenarios corresponding to the task pressing panic.
button and the resource dependency vital parameters, for which we executed and tested the TAS system, using JoularJX to measure energy consumption. To avoid fluctuations on the gathering energy consumption, we run each scenario 120 times. This experiment was conducted on an HP ProBook laptop (Intel Core i7-1165G7) running Ubuntu 20.04.6 LTS, Java 11, and JoularJX 2.0. The analysis of collected data allowed to identify which requirements alternative corresponds to the most energy consuming implemented solution. We identify that the code associated to the vital parameters dependency consumes 4.25% more energy than that mapped to the task pressing panic button, thus raising attention to the refinement of this latter GO element.

3. Discussion and Future work

So far we have applied the proposed REST method to the TAS case study. This first experiment served to assess the feasibility of the method and helped point out issues to be addressed for consolidating it. They include the automation of the test cases derivation procedure, and the definition of guidelines for performing the method’s activities, as depicted Figure 1, in a systematic way.

The application of the method to other benchmark case studies will help collect further evidence about the appropriateness of the method. More specifically, this latter research will contribute to assess the usefulness of the identified model indicators of energy consumption, (e.g. number of actor’s inter-dependencies), as well as to identify other possible model indicators. This is a key step in our envisioned approach to increase energy awareness at requirements
The following step in Figure 3 corresponds to the definition of an energy model predictor based on the identified model indicators of energy consumption. As mentioned, so far we are focusing on the study of two model indicators in GO models that can lead to greater energy consumption in the associated code, namely the number of means-end relationships modelling the utilisation of resources and the number of dependencies between system’s actors. We thus studied the relationship, if any, between these model indicators and the energy consumed by software systems. The study could be extended to exploiting model anomalies as sources of energy efficiency improvements. In recent years, code refactoring was studied to improve energy efficiency of source codes, e.g., [18], however bad smells in models are not yet studied for this purpose, so it could be worth to be investigate further along this direction.

Finally, the Step 3 in Figure 3, corresponds to the moment when energy model predictor will be used to approximately deduce the potential energy consumed by new case studies from their GO models. The energy model predictor helps us to identify model indicators that can influence energy consumption and to assess how they can impact energy efficiency at requirements level.
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